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Abstract: Ethiopia and South Sudan contain several population centers and important ecosystems
that depend on July–August rainfall. Here we use two models to understand current and future
rainfall: the first ever pan-African numerical model of climate change with explicit convection and a
parameterized model that resembles a typical regional climate model at 4.5 and 25 km horizontal
grid-spacing, respectively. The explicit convection and higher resolution of the first model offer a
greatly improved representation of both the frequency and intensity of rainfall, when compared to the
parametrized convection model. Furthermore, only this model has success in capturing the east–west
propagation of rainfall over the full diurnal cycle. Enhanced low-level westerlies were found for
extremely wet days, though this response was weaker in the explicit convection model. The increased
orographic detail in the explicit model resulted in the splitting of the low-level Turkana Jet core into
smaller cores, and inhibited its penetration far into South Sudan. Some projected changes were found
to be independent of model, such as changes in the strength of Somali and Turkana jets, as well as the
shifting of Turkana jet core to lower levels. However, the explicit model end-of-century projections
showed a larger and clearer decrease in wet days, accompanied by an increase in wet day intensity
and extreme rainfall. This study highlights serious limitations of relying solely on simulations which
parameterize convection to inform decisions in the region of South Sudan and Ethiopia.
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1. Introduction

The Greater Horn of Africa is a region characterized by frequent extremes that have over the years
caused great loss of life and impacted negatively on the economy of the region. Both the sudden and
slow-onset extremes in addition to other triggers and drivers have often contributed to large scale
displacements and conflicts in many parts of the region [1]. Ethiopia and South Sudan are two examples
of countries, within the northern parts of the region, which have continually been impacted by climate
extremes. Ethiopia is one of Africa’s fast-growing economies and the second most populous country
in Africa while South Sudan is the youngest country in Africa and has been under conflicts since its
separation from the north. Both countries are dependent on rainfall for key sectors such as agriculture
and energy. Apart from the likelihood of the key sectors being impacted by future extreme climate
events, additional challenges such as conflicts, diseases, and migration may be further exacerbated
under increased global warming. Some key features, such as the Sudd wetlands, national parks,
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as well as the White and Blue Nile rivers, found within the two countries could be under threat from
both human and climate factors [2,3]. These features are important for microclimates in the region,
support the ecosystem and livelihoods of people within these two countries including neighboring
countries especially Sudan and Egypt [2,3]. Therefore, rainfall characteristics in some of these areas are
critical not only to these two countries but also to countries further downstream of the major rivers.

Although there exist areas within South Sudan and Ethiopia that receive rainfall patterns similar
to the equatorial East Africa (i.e., rain during March–May and October–December), most regions within
these two countries experience one dominant rainy season in Boreal summer, known locally as the
Kiremt in Ethiopia [4]. This season is important for the cropping regions, accounting for more than 50%
of annual rainfall [5]. The atmospheric dynamics involved in rain generation over the two countries are
more related to the West African and Indian monsoons [6,7]. The location and orography of Ethiopia
and South Sudan generate unique interactions between the south-easterly low-level Turkana jet that
flows from Kenya and Somalia year-round [8,9], with middle and upper-level easterly jets, and with
mesoscale flows generated by the Ethiopian highlands [4,10] and moisture from the Gulf of Guinea,
the Indian Ocean, the Congo basin, the Mediterranean, and the Red Sea [6,11–13].

The progression of rainfall onset in Ethiopia is from the south-west (early-to-mid March) to
north-east (mid-to-late July) while cessation is in the reverse direction [4]. Onset of rainfall is usually
associated with the presence of shallow westerlies and a weakening of the Somali Low-Level Jet while
the cessation of rainfall is usually associated with the strengthening of the Somali Jet which enhances
wind divergence and wind shear over the north eastern parts of the GHA [4,14]. The shallow lower
tropospheric westerlies, also known as the West Africa monsoon, persist almost throughout the season
and they are predominantly overlain by easterlies aloft [4,7].

Other factors that contribute to the variability of June–September (JJAS) rainfall include
Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) over the
Arabian Sea, Mascarene and St. Hellena high pressure cells, El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode [10,15–17]. Additionally, wet conditions during JJAS season
are associated with changes in the zonal and meridional integrated moisture fluxes, and the gradient
of vertical moist static energy [17].

It is clear that future changes in rainfall driven by climate change during this key season could
impact not only these two countries but other countries as well. Adaptation and mitigation measures
based on robust climate information should be in place to prepare for any negative impacts in the
future. Quite a number of climate change studies have been done focusing on the East Africa and the
Greater Horn of Africa regions [18–22]. However, a shortcoming of the previous studies is that they
use parametrized convection. In addition, the coarse models used do not successfully represent the
complex orography reducing confidence in their ability to capture details of the local circulation systems
such as small-scale processes critical for influencing Turkana Low Level Jet (TLLJ) variability [23].

Already, the use of high-resolution reanalysis datasets has yielded new insights into the structure
and variability of the TLLJ as well as its association with boreal summer rainfall [23]. These studies
have further increased our knowledge of TLLJ from previous studies that utilized coarse resolution
reanalysis data and relatively short length of observations [7,24,25]. Vizy and Cook [23] found that
the most important influence of TLLJ on boreal summer rainfall is on low-level convergence and
shifting of zonal moisture gradient. Further, the TLLJ strength was found to influence the frequency of
heavy rainfall events as well as their timing to the west of the jet exit region. Additionally, it has been
shown that the TLLJ strength is negatively correlated with precipitation over eastern South Sudan and
Ethiopian highlands [23].

Noting the added value in using high resolution data in this region, we utilized the first decade-long,
convection-permitting climate change simulations for the Africa domain to investigate the relationship
between circulation systems and extreme rainfall in the region, as well as provide the first focus on
the region with this state-of-the-art dataset. Additionally, these datasets present an unprecedented
opportunity to investigate the potential effects of climate change on the regions of South Sudan
and Ethiopia.
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Convection-permitting models explicitly simulate organized propagating storms [26] and allow
vertical shear in horizontal winds to directly affect storm organization, which may be important
for climate change [27]. Added value in convection permitting simulations has been found in,
among other things, the simulation of the vertical structure of clouds, coupling between moist
convection and convergence, the water budget, and in the continental-scale flow [28–32]. For East Africa,
permitting explicit convection has recently been shown to improve some model bias in seasonality,
and affect projected changes in seasonality under climate change [33]. Although convection-permitting
models still have challenges in representing small-scale convective features and convection over the
ocean [34], they have been shown to greatly improve representation of larger storms when compared to
parametrized convection models [26] and they have often been shown to give larger climate changes in
extreme rainfall. This has recently been demonstrated for Africa [35–39] and so these high-resolution
models are invaluable tools for understanding the characteristics of the current African climate and
how this may change under global warming. Kendon et al. [40] took a pan Africa perspective,
and Finney et al. [37] focused on the bimodal rainfall region of East Africa, whilst here we focus on
Ethiopia and South Sudan, in the boreal summer, where moisture is supplied by the westerly West
Africa Monsoon (WAM) winds, but with additional influences from easterlies from the Indian Ocean.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Model Simulations

A set of two model runs from the Met Office Unified Model with the same domains covering the
entire African continent were used in the study [34]. One simulation allows convection to develop
explicitly at a fairly uniform horizontal grid spacing of ≈4.5 km (CP4) while the other parameterizes
convection at horizontal grid spacing of ≈25 km (P25). The vertical resolution of the CP4 model is
80 levels with the maximum level at 38.5 km above ground level (AGL) and was configured with higher
resolution in the boundary layer and troposphere [34]. The vertical resolution of P25 is 63 levels and its
maximum level is at 41 km AGL [34]. At 4.5 km grid-spacing, convection is partially resolved: much of
the key dynamics of large organized systems of deep convection will be resolved, but smaller scales,
such as individual cumulonimbus updraughts or entrainment is not well resolved, but are nevertheless
explicitly modeled. For current climate, both models are forced by sea surface temperature (SST)
analysis product by [41], available at a horizontal grid spacing of 0.25◦- and 1-day temporal resolution,
after bilinear interpolation onto the regional model grids [34]. Future simulations are forced by adding
∆T to the current-climate observations-based SSTs calculated at each grid cell and at monthly timescale
as the climatological decadal mean change in SST between the end of century and the present-day
Hadley Centre Global Environment version 2 Earth System (HadGEM2-ES) global climate model
simulations [37]. The lateral boundary conditions in both models were provided by the N512L85
global atmospheric model using the Global Atmosphere/Land 7.0 120 (GA7/GL7) configuration driven
by the same SST dataset [34,35]. For an in-depth description of the model configuration please refer
to [31,34,37].

The current-climate simulation period is January 1997–February 2007 with the first two months
representing the spin up period. Future model runs were for a representative decade around ≈2100 [36]
based on the RCP8.5 scenario [42]. Both models have similar model physics except that convection is
parameterized within the P25 model and it uses a different cloud and boundary layer scheme [36].
It should be noted that these models were not fine-tuned for the African climate [34]. For detailed
description of model configurations, see [35,36]. The temporal resolution of the data used in this study
is 1-hourly and 3-hourly for rainfall and wind, respectively. Analysis was done at seasonal, daily,
and subdaily time scales after regridding to P25 resolution. Whilst differences between the models
in the parametrization of convection will be a major cause of differences between the simulations,
there will also be effects due to differences in model physics and cloud schemes. Such effects cannot be
quantified with this dataset; however, the majority of results discussed in this study are consistent with
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past convection-permitting studies of different regions, and current understandings of problems with
existing parameterizations of moist convection [28,43], and therefore can more reliably be attributed
to the use of explicit convection. A further source of uncertainty arises from the use of a single
simulation for each model; a different driving global model would give a different evolution of global
climate. However, we manage this uncertainty source by focusing on results where there are significant
differences between CP4 and P25, and which are supported by arguments of the physical mechanisms,
and are, therefore, likely to be applicable to any model with parameterized convection. The CP4
dataset generated under the Future Climate For Africa (FCFA) Improving Model Processes for African
Climate (IMPALA) project is publicly available, with currently a limited set of hourly and monthly
mean variables downloadable from the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (CEDA) archive
(http://archive.ceda.ac.uk/ and search for CP4).

2.2. Satellite Rainfall Estimates

The historical simulations were validated using Climate Prediction Center (CPC) MORPHing
technique (CMORPH) and Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multisatellite Precipitation
Analysis 3B42 (hereafter referred to as TRMM) rainfall estimates. The CMORPH rainfall estimates
are derived from passive microwave observations and then precipitation features are transported
by spatial propagation information obtained from geostationary satellite IR data at 0.0727◦ (≈8 km)
horizontal grid resolution [44]. TRMM uses a calibration-based sequential scheme to combine satellite
rainfall estimates from multiple satellites which is then bias corrected using monthly rain gauge
data [45]. TRMM datasets are available in both lagged and near-real time from 1998 to present at
0.25◦ horizontal grid spacing. The main difference between these two products is that in CMORPH,
the passive microwave-based rainfall estimates are propagated using motion vectors from infrared
data derived from geostationary satellites [44]. The satellite rainfall estimates were also regridded to
the P25 model’s grid.

Studies that have assessed the performance of most satellite rainfall estimates concur that they perform
relatively well although this depends on how and over which area the data is assessed. For example,
aggregation of hourly data to daily or monthly tend to reduce the random errors hence assessments at
monthly or seasonal time scales may result in reduced random errors [46]. Dinku et al. [47] found that
TRMM, CMORPH, and other satellite rainfall products suffered from high random errors and performed
poorly in simulating grid scale rainfall amount. In particular, CMORPH overestimates rainfall at low
elevations but does relatively well at high elevations [48]. Both TRMM and CMORPH have shown
similar results in terms of bias, spatial structure, elevation dependence, and distribution functions [49].
These datasets are recommended for validating models at subdaily time scales and monitoring extreme
events [45].

2.3. Subregions Used in Analysis

Three subregions were defined to aid in the determination of the patterns of circulation during
extreme rainfall events. Figure 1 shows the three boxes used superimposed on topography of the region.
The digital elevation model is from the Global Land One-Kilometer Base Elevation (GLOBE) available
at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Geophysical Data Center [34,50].
The boxes were chosen based on spatial patterns of different rainfall indices (such as wet day frequency,
mean rainfall, and extreme rainfall) using subjective and objective (Empirical Orthogonal Function
Analysis) approaches. Additionally, the boxes were chosen based on the significance of rainfall in
a particular region during the season considered and the social as well as economic importance of
the region. For example, Box A (Western Ethiopia box) was intentionally placed over the Ethiopian
highlands due to the significance of rainfall in this region during the June–September (JJAS) season.
Moreover, there are key infrastructural projects within this region that will depend on rainfall variability
such as the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam on the Blue Nile. Boxes B and C (Turkana Outflow and
Western South Sudan boxes, respectively) were chosen because of the potential influence of the Turkana
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Jet on storms propagating westwards from Western Ethiopia (Box B) and due to the significance
of national parks and nature reserves (Box C). Additionally, we defined two transects based on [8];
one which is perpendicular and the other parallel to the Turkana jet axis, represented by blue and red
lines, respectively, in Figure 1, to aid with the in-depth analysis of the Turkana jet.
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Figure 1. Area of study showing the orography and boxes/regions of interest and transects of the
Turkana jet. Boxes A, B, and C correspond to Western Ethiopia, Turkana Outflow, and Western South
Sudan Boxes, respectively, as defined in [8]. Blue and red lines represent transects perpendicular
and parallel to the Turkana jet axis, respectively. The bottom-right inset shows the full CP4A model
domain over Africa. The digital elevation model is from the Global Land One-Kilometer Base Elevation
(GLOBE) dataset [50]. The equivalent plot using P25 orography is shown in the supplementary material,
Figure S1.

2.4. Season for Analysis

March–May and October–December seasons have been extensively covered within the Integrating
Hydro-Climate Science into Policy Decisions for Climate-Resilient Infrastructure and Livelihoods
(HyCRISTAL) project’s climate studies [31,37]. Initially, our main season of interest was the northern
hemisphere boreal summer (June–September) rainfall season when much of South Sudan and Ethiopia
receive significant rainfall [4]. However, after assessing rainfall metrics and wind fields at different
levels, we found that the spatial patterns of rainfall were most coherent during July and August,
which are also the peak rainfall months. Therefore, June and September were considered as transition
months which might be having additional drivers to those of July and August. The analyses presented
are therefore of July and August.

3. Results

3.1. Climatology of Rainfall and Dynamics

The rainfall and dynamics of the P25 and CP4 models were evaluated using a series of indices.
The term “climatology” is used here to refer to a 9-year mean in both rainfall and wind fields. Figure 2
shows results for rainfall evaluation with reference to CMORPH and TRMM based on rainfall total,
mean rainfall intensity on wet days (hereafter referred to as “wet day intensity” and calculated by
taking the mean of days with rainfall > 1 mm/day), and frequency of wet days. CMORPH and TRMM
show that, during July and August, a substantial amount of rainfall falls over the Ethiopian highlands.
Meanwhile, there is little rainfall over northern Kenya, southeast Ethiopia to the border with Somalia at
this time of year. South Sudan also experiences substantial rainfall at this time of year, its peak rainfall
season. The differences between regions manifest most strongly as differences in the frequency of
rainfall days compared to the differences in the other rainfall indices. The mean daily rainfall intensity
ranges from 5 to 15 mm/day in most locations for which July–August is the main rainy season.
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Both the CP4 and P25 models broadly capture the spatial patterns of the three metrics. The CP4
model simulates a higher spatial maximum of wet-day intensity than both CMOPRH and TRMM
over the Ethiopian highlands. However, satellite observations show large biases in this region [51]
and therefore it is difficult to accurately evaluate rainfall of models over the highlands. The wet-day
intensity of P25 is lower than CP4 and in many places less than the observational estimates. On the
other hand, P25 shows much higher frequency of rainfall than CP4 and the satellite estimates. This kind
of bias is typical of parametrized convection models [52]. Similarly, as expected from studies of biases
in parameterized convection models, the simulation of extreme rainfall by the P25 model is too low
and this is much better represented by CP4 [36,37,52]. The results here therefore provide evidence
that rainfall intensity and frequency in this important rainfall season for Ethiopia and South Sudan is
better simulated by the explicit convection simulation than the parametrized convection simulation.
This therefore provides a strong alternative perspective to traditional regional climate models when
projected future changes in these rainfall metrics.

Interactions of winds in this region with the mountains are key to generating the spatial differences
in rainfall just shown in Figure 2 [7]. The 500 and 200 hPa levels in CP4 and P25 show that there are
strong easterly to north easterly mid and upper levels winds (Figure 3a,b,d,e). These are associated with
the African Easterly Jet (AEJ) and the Tropospheric Easterly Jet (TEJ) [4,53], respectively. At 850 hPa,
we see low-level south-westerlies across South Sudan towards the Ethiopian highlands flowing from
the Congo. These winds are associated with humid air from the Congo basin and eastern Atlantic [4,23].
Strong winds occur in the Turkana channel flowing northwest towards South Sudan from Kenya and
Somalia; this is the Turkana Jet, with its moisture more likely to originate from the Indian Ocean [23–25].
Finally, a broad low-level jet, known as the Somali Jet [54], flows at 850 hPa from the Indian Ocean
onto the African continent before curving towards the northeast, over and along the coast of Somalia.
The P25 model shows similar results to those of the CP4 model. The presence of all these well-known
features in both models is promising, and allows us to look more closely at impacts of the two model
configurations and their relation to rainfall.
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Figure 3. Climatology of July–August wind circulation over Ethiopia and S. Sudan in the CP4 current
climate simulations from CP4 and P25 models, and the difference between CP4 and P25. The rows
represent circulation patterns at 200 hPa (a–c), 500 hPa (e–g), and 850 hPa (g–i) levels, respectively.
Red wind vectors represent regions with significant differences in u-wind or v-wind at the 5% limit
based on Student’s t-test applied to all July–August days in the climatology period.
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Additionally, differences between CP4 and P25 are shown in Figure 3c,f,i. The TEJ is significantly
weaker in the explicit model over Ethiopia, Sudan, S. Sudan, and the Red Sea region (Figure 3c).
The Africa Easterly Jet (AEJ) in CP4 is similar to P25 over South Sudan and parts of Ethiopia,
but significantly weaker in the south over Congo and significantly stronger in the east from southern
Ethiopia to Somalia in the CP4 model (Figure 3f). This results in a greater convergence at 500 hPa
around northern Uganda. At 850 hPa, there is a significantly weak Turkana Jet in CP4, as well as some
subtle differences in the Somali Jet and low-level winds over Sudan which are statistically different
from the P25 model (Figure 3i). The differences in TEJ and Turkana Jet stand out as particularly relevant
regions for our study here.

3.2. Turkana Jet

Given the detailed orography in the Turkana channel, and the difference in orographic details in
P25 and CP4 models, it is useful to take a more focused look at the Jet in this region to understand
the impacts of detailed orographic information in regional climate simulations. Figure 4a,d shows
spatial representation of winds in the region from CP4 and P25 models, while Figure 4b,e,c,f gives a
snapshot of the winds using a transect parallel (perpendicular) to the Turkana jet core, respectively,
as shown in Figure 1 (red and blue lines, respectively). Both models show the cross-equatorial flow
from southern Indian Ocean is funneled through the Turkana channel, as a result of the geopotential
gradient, to form the Turkana jet [23]. Broadly speaking, the two models have similar distributions
of geopotential height at 900 hPa. However, P25 has relatively higher geopotential height near the
East African coast compared to CP4, Figure 4a,d. This is a possible explanation for the weaker south
easterlies (Turkana jet) in CP4 shown in Figure 3i.
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Due to the resolved orography and the resulting dynamic effects in the CP4 model, the jet is 
broken into smaller cores than in the P25 model, when considering the parallel transect (Figure 4b,e). 
Similarly, from the perpendicular transect perspective (Figure 4c,f), P25 shows a broad core 
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Figure 4. Geopotential height and wind vectors at 900 hPa in the region of the Turkana jet (a,d) and
transects of wind speed parallel (b,e) and perpendicular (c,f) to the Turkana jet core (see Figure 1 for
transects). Grey masking is applied where the pressure level is below the mean seasonal surface pressure.
Simulations by CP4 (a–c; detailed orography) and P25 (d–f; less detailed orography). Both models are
shown at their raw resolution. The difference in GPH and wind between CP4 and P25 is shown in the
supplementary section, Figure S2.

Due to the resolved orography and the resulting dynamic effects in the CP4 model, the jet is
broken into smaller cores than in the P25 model, when considering the parallel transect (Figure 4b,e).
Similarly, from the perpendicular transect perspective (Figure 4c,f), P25 shows a broad core compared
to smaller cores in the CP4 model. The detailed orography in CP4 appears to lead to the jet penetrating
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less far into South Sudan, which is likely due to increased drag and frictional forces acting on the jet.
Lack of orographic detail in climate models has been linked to biases in storm track, jet stream position,
and blocking [55]. As far as we are aware this is the highest resolution version of the jet ever published,
and given the strong role of orography, it is clear that the CP4 model provides useful simulations for
understanding the climate of the region in the outflow of the Turkana jet.

3.3. Diurnal Cycle and Propagation of Rainfall Features

The diurnal cycle of rainfall and wind vector anomalies was analyzed at an interval of 3 h starting
at 0000 UTC. However, for clarity, we only show a few snapshots of the analysis. Figure 5 shows the
diurnal cycle of rainfall (shaded contours) and wind vector anomalies analyzed at 03, 09, 12, 15, 18,
and 21 UTC. Wind anomalies were calculated as deviations of 3-h wind vectors from daily long-term
mean. The two model outputs were validated against TRMM data. Results from TRMM data showed
that convective activities occur predominantly in the afternoon peaking at 1200 UTC and for some
places, such as western S. Sudan and Western Ethiopia, rainfall lasts late into the evening. TRMM data
also captures the westward propagation of convective activities.
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The consistent westward shift in convective regions captured in TRMM is simulated by both
models, however, CP4 simulation is more consistent with TRMM. Both models show consistency
in simulating rainfall over Western Ethiopia region and north western South Sudan at 2100 UTC.
Additionally, both models are able to simulate rainfall along the South Sudan–Ethiopia border region
as well as along the Turkana channel at 0300 UTC. However, the differences in both models are more
pronounced during daytime. The most obvious is the difference in timing of peak diurnal rainfall
which is simulated at 0900 UTC and continues through to 1200 UTC in the P25 model while in the
CP4 model, peak rainfall is simulated at 1200 UTC and continues late into the evening. The diurnal
cycle of rainfall results from TRMM and CP4 are consistent with diurnal cycle of rainfall results during
strong Turkana jet from [23], especially to the east of the jet exit region. It should be noted that south
eastern Ethiopia, north eastern Kenya, and parts of Somalia are climatologically dry during this season
(see Figure 2), however, all datasets showed high percentage contribution of rainfall in these areas.
This is because any small amount of rainfall recorded in these areas is captured as an extreme event.

There is a strong diurnal variation in the low-level circulation in each model, which is linked
to their rainfall, and slightly differs between the models. For example, there is increased horizontal
convergence at 850 hPa level in the Turkana Outflow region at 0300 UTC in both models, but this is
more pronounced in the P25 model. The convergence is as a result of strengthened low level westerlies
and the Turkana Jet which is at its strongest at this time of day. Rainfall at this time is also associated
with the strengthened Somali Low level jet. An abrupt large-scale increase in rainfall is observed in
P25 at local midday (0900 UTC); however, this does not correspond to any major changes in dynamics
in the P25 model. This is a well-known bias associated with parameterized convection simulations
that is reduced in convection-permitting simulations [56].

In the afternoon (1200 UTC), the Turkana and Somali Jets are at their weakest in both models and
this time also coincides with the time when diurnal rainfall peaks in CP4 model and begin to subside in
P25 model. At 1500 UTC the low-level westerlies begin to weaken, and both the Somali and Turkana
Jets are still weak, peak rainfall begins to subside in CP4, whilst a trace of rainfall is observed over few
places in the P25 model. While the spatial patterns are similar at 1800 UTC between the two models,
there is regeneration of rainfall in the P25 model while CP4 continues to register decrease in rainfall
amount. There is similarity in the simulation of rainfall and winds at 2100 UTC in both models.

The westward propagating rainfall features originate from the Ethiopian highlands across South
Sudan over the course of the day. In Figure 6, we use a Hovmöller to provide a clearer view of the
west-to-east diurnal propagation and the skill of the models in capturing the propagating features.
Similar propagation features were observed in both TRMM and CMORPH datasets especially the
timing of centers of convective activities as they move from the highland regions 37.5◦ E westwards.
Both satellite rainfall estimates show that afternoon rainfall begins at around 1200 UTC, with evening
peaks at around 28◦ E (South Sudan), 35.5◦ (Western Ethiopian highlands), and 38◦ E (Eastern Ethiopian
highlands). Rainfall propagates west from each peak with the eastern most reaching the western
most in around 24 h (crossing the center of Box B, ≈30◦ E, at around 12 UTC). There is no major
orographic trigger at 28◦ E (the mountains are further west at 25◦ E), so the afternoon/evening peak
in rainfall there appears to be largely driven by local diurnal development of systems propagating
from the west. Both CP4 and P25 are able to simulate night-time propagation of rainfall features but
CP4 better propagates daytime rainfall features over the highlands into the night-time, and is better in
the early morning. This is also confirmed by the high correlation-coefficient values of CP4 compared
to P25 model (CP4 > 0.7 vs. P25 < 0.2). Additionally, P25 shows a strong peak across all longitudes
at local midday, and does not capture the peak at 15 UTC and 28◦ E, supporting the hypothesis that
propagation is important for this peak.

3.4. Dynamics Associated with Extreme Rainfall

Next, we considered the role of circulation in generating extreme rainfall. This analysis was based on
three subregions (Western Ethiopia, Turkana Outflow, and western South Sudan) which are shown in
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Figure 1 and are, respectively, presented as boxes A, B, C (or rows) in Figure 7. Columns 1 and 3 represent
analysis based on the absolute mean wind on all July–August days (red vectors) superimposed on mean
wind for the wettest 5% of 1997–2007 July–August days (black vectors), while columns 2 and 4 represent
the anomalies (blue vectors) and their significance (orange vectors) taken as the difference between the
composites (black vectors) and mean wind fields (red vectors) for CP4 and P25 models.Atmosphere 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 25 
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Figure 6. Hovmöller of rainfall diurnal climatology mean over 5◦ to 10◦ latitude for the two satellite
rainfall products and for CP4 and P25. Red contour repeats the TRMM contours on the other panels.
Bottom panel shows the mean orography of the P25 grid (black) and the CP4 grid (grey). Dotted lines on
Hovmöller plots indicate local midday and midnight. Black (grey) values represent Pearson correlation
coefficient of the model Hovmöller against TRMM (black value) and CMORPH (grey value). Only CP4
values are significant at the 5% level.
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in the climatological period and on extreme wet days.
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The influx of moisture into this region is expected from the west; the Congo basin and Atlantic
Ocean [4] through increased low-level westerlies. Increased moisture influx is expected in both models
as illustrated by increased low-level westerlies, especially for the composite dynamics based on extreme
precipitation in W. Ethiopia and Turkana Outflow regions (Figure 7b,d,f,h). The intensification of
the low-level westerlies is statistically significant in both CP4 and P25 models in southern S. Sudan.
Extreme precipitation in Western Ethiopia is also associated with an intensified Somali jet in both
models (Figure 7b,d).

However, key differences were noticeable especially in the P25 simulations. Firstly, P25 has
relatively stronger westerly anomalies during extreme rainfall days, a difference that is not seen in
the mean low-level westerlies (Figure 3). Secondly, P25 shows stronger anomalies in the Turkana jet
during extremely wet days: it has a significantly weaker jet on extremely wet days in the Turkana
outflow region (Figure 7h) and significantly stronger jet on days with extreme rainfall in western South
Sudan (Figure 7l). This is consistent with [23] analysis of reanalyzed winds and mean observed rainfall.
It is not seen in CP4A and it is not clear if this is a deficiency of the convection-permitting simulation,
or if the reanalyzed winds used by [23] are biased, along with the P25 model here. Such a bias of the
reanalysis may be expected since there are few observations in the region so reanalysis winds are
poorly constrained, and instead will be left to the model physics to simulate. In this case, the reanalysis
model will have a coarser representation of orography and parametrized convection compared to CP4,
and therefore may be expected to be more similar to our P25 model.

Circulation patterns at higher levels (200 hPa level) indicate that extremely wet days over
western Ethiopia in both P25 and CP4 models seem to respond to an enhanced Tropical Easterly Jet
(Figure 8b,d) [4,9,17], but a significantly stronger zonal anomaly is present in the CP4 in a few parts of
Sudan and Ethiopia in the CP4 model. Another similarity in the models is on the composite dynamics
based on western South Sudan extreme rainfall which seem to respond to a weaker Tropical Easterly
jet (Figure 8j,l). This signal is significant over central parts of South Sudan in both models and off

the coast of Somalia in the P25 model (Figure 8l). Considering this result (Figure 8) in combination
with the result in Figure 7, suggests that the extreme rainfall in CP4 may respond more strongly to the
vertical wind shear driving storms than P25, and P25 responds more strongly to variations in low-level
westerlies. The response to low-level westerlies likely highlights a strong control of low-level moisture
in the P25 model. This relationship is consistent with the finding that storms simulated with explicit
convection respond directly to the effect of shear to intensify the storm [57,58]. The results based
on extreme rainfall in the Turkana Outflow region were distinct; for example, the anomalous wind
divergence and wind patterns exhibited by upper level winds in Figure 8f are different from Figure 8h.
This is likely a consequence, not a cause, of the extreme rainfall and presence of deep convection.
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3.5. Projected End-of-Century Changes in Rainfall and Dynamics

Figure 9 shows the projected future mean changes of rainfall metrics by the end of 21st under
a business-as-usual scenario as simulated by CP4 and P25 models. Similar to Figure 2, four metrics
(mean July–August rainfall, mean wet day intensity, number of wet days, and 95th percentile of rainfall)
were used to analyze the future changes in rainfall characteristics.
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Figure 9. Projected changes (future climate minus current climate) in mean seasonal rainfall (a,b),
mean wet day intensity (c,d), mean frequency of wet days (e,f), and mean extreme (95th percentile) wet
day intensity (g,h) for both CP4 and P25 models. The means are calculated for July–August over the
period of simulation in both historical and future simulations. Hatches show significant grid cells at the
5% limit based on the Student’s t-test applied to all July–August days in the climatological periods and
Welch’s t-test applied to all July–August extremely wet days in the climatological periods. A similar
figure showing the projected percent change in the rainfall indices is included in the supplementary
section, Figure S3.
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From Figure 9(a,b), both models simulate a significant increase in future mean total seasonal
rainfall (July–August) over the Ethiopian highlands with CP4 simulating the highest increase of up to
900 mm. The wet day intensity (Figure 9c,d) is also projected to significantly increase by at least 2 mm
per day on average in most parts of the region in both models. However, the CP4 run simulated high
intensity rainfall on average over a much larger area west of the Rift Valley compared to the P25 for
which high intensity rainfall areas exceeding 6 mm/day were limited to isolated areas over central Rift
Valley and surrounding highlands. Since the CP4 model is explicitly representing the physics of storms,
and the response of storm dynamics to climate change [37,40], it provides some level of confidence
in its larger simulated response of rainfall intensity to climate change. However, this confidence is
still limited due to different sources of uncertainties. One source of uncertainty is the model physics
within convection-permitting simulations, which still require further assessments of their applicability,
especially at the convection permitting scales [59]. The other source of uncertainty is the number of
simulations/multimodel runs. For example, traditional treatment of turbulence using approximations
such as Reynolds averaging are not valid at the microscale [59].

The CP4 run simulated a significantly larger and more widespread drop, than the P25 model, in the
number of wet days over much of Ethiopia and South Sudan (Figure 9e,f). Conversely, a significant
increase in wet day frequency is projected north of Ethiopia, and in Eritrea as well as Djibouti defining
a SW–NE dipole feature over western Ethiopia in the CP4 model run. The region of significant increase
in wet day frequency is shifted farther northwards in the Suez Canal region in P25. Even though a
dipole feature (increase/decrease of wet day frequency) is still discernible in the P25 simulation, it is
weaker over the Ethiopia/South Sudan region than the CP4 simulation. Despite not being the main
season in south eastern Ethiopia, northern Kenya and Somalia, P25 model projects a slight increase
(up to 5 days increase in some areas) in wet day frequency which is not the case in CP4.

The future spatial distribution of change in extreme wet day intensity are similar in CP4 and
P25 models, in which both models projected significant increase in wet day intensity over much of
western Ethiopia and S. Sudan. However, the increase is larger and more widespread in the CP4 than
P25 model. There is a dipole feature (decrease/increase in extreme rainfall near the jet entrance/exit
region) projected at the vicinity of the Turkana jet in the CP4 model similar to that of projected
changes in wet day intensity in the same model, Figure 9g. This dipole feature is not visible in the P25
simulations, Figure 9h. Generally, the parameterized model projects significant changes in all metrics
in regions, such as south eastern Ethiopia and Somalia, where the JA season is not significant based on
current observations.

From the analysis it is apparent that even though the projected future rainfall days could decrease
over most parts of the region, for total rainfall this will be compensated by the increased mean
and extreme rainfall intensity. This explains the projected increase in seasonal mean rainfall. As we
showed in Figure 2, both intensity and frequency of rainfall are better simulated in current climate
by CP4. Therefore, the relatively low skill in the parametrized convection model, compared to the
convection-permitting model, should act as a warning regarding the reliability of global and regional
climate model projections using parametrized convection simulations in the region.

The future changes in the dynamics and regions of significant changes (red wind vectors) at three
pressure levels (850, 500, and 200 hPa) for CP4 and P25 models are presented in Figure 10. At lower
levels (850 hPa) significant strengthening of the westerlies is projected over South Sudan and Sudan in
both models, Figure 10e,f. The Somali low-level jet at 850 hPa is projected to be weaker in the future
by both models, but with a larger reduction in the P25 model. At the 500 hPa level, the CP4 model
shows significant strengthening of the AEJ over South Sudan and Sudan, not apparent in P25 which
instead only shows a slight strengthening in the north of the domain, Figure 10c,d. The future changes
in upper level winds (200 hPa) indicate that easterlies will likely be weaker in south western South
Sudan in CP4 where the changes are negligible, Figure 10a. Similar patterns were observed in P25
except that the changes were relatively stronger (Figure 10b).
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Figure 10. Future changes in the dynamics for CP4 and P25 models at three pressure levels, 200 hPa
(a,b), 500 hPa (c,d), and 850hPa (e,f). Red wind vectors represent regions with significant changes in
u-wind or v-wind at the 5% limit based on the Student’s t-test applied to all July–August days in the
climatological period. Shading (in blue) show regions with more than 50% change (absolute change
between future and current climate expressed as percentage) in either u-wind or v-wind.

The significant increase in low level westerlies shown in Figure 10 will likely bring in additional
moisture into the region to drive the increase in the intensity of wet (Figure 9) days by end of century
in both models. A weaker TEJ over Ethiopia may explain the reduction in the number of wet days
through the reduction in the vertical wind shear. Strong vertical wind shear can aid in the development
of convective storms either through development of new convective cells along the boundary of
the storm-induced cold outflow near the surface or through the splitting of the storm into a pair of
self-sustaining cells [60].

3.6. Projected End-of-Century Changes in Turkana Jet

Figure 11 shows the projected changes in the geopotential height and winds in the vicinity of the
Turkana jet. Figure 11a shows that there is a general increase in geopotential height across the region.
However, there is a relatively larger increase in the geopotential heights over the ocean which results
in an increase in pressure gradient force. The center of the future increase in geopotential height is
shifted northwards compared to current climate simulation (Figure 4). This projected feature results
in the weakening of the Somali Jet and a strengthening of the Turkana Jet. In the current climate,
the differences in geopotential height along the Turkana channel is different by only 1.5 m between CP4
and P25 (Figure 11d). In the future climate, the difference in the 900 hPa geopotential height through
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the channel is bigger in CP4 (Figure 11d) which could, additionally, explain the small increase in wind
speed within the channel at 900 hPa in CP4, but with little change in the P25 simulation. The results also
show that the jet core may shift towards lower levels, with increases in wind speeds changes occurring
at approximately 950 hPa in both models, and decreases at 750 hPa. This is a consistent feature in both
models suggesting the result is independent of the representation of convection or resolution.
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Figure 11. Change in geopotential height and wind vectors between current and future climate at 900 hPa
in the region of the Turkana jet (a), differences in 900 hPa geopotential height in current and future climate
along transect parallel to Turkana jet (d), and transects of wind speed parallel (b,e) and perpendicular
(c,f) to the Turkana jet core (see Figure 1). The simulations by CP4 (a–c; detailed orography) and P25
(e–f; less detailed topography) are shown at their raw resolutions.

Figure 4 showed that the jet core was located around 900 hPa, but at this level there is less change
in both models. CP4 shows the largest changes and this may relate to the stronger increase in 900 hPa
geopotential height gradient in CP4 compared to P25. Despite the indications that jet core may not
substantially change in future, the potential for increased winds at low levels is of much interest for
wind farms in the region. The energy available to wind turbines is proportional to the wind speed
cubed. A preliminary analysis was undertaken of the windspeed cubed at a height of ≈100 m above
the surface, and interpolated to 36.8E, 2.5N (approximately the location of an existing wind farm in
the Turkana channel). For this future scenario the CP4 and P25 models show an average increase in
wind speed cubed, over the whole year, of 8% and 24%, respectively. CP4 mean wind speed cubed was
regridded to the same horizontal grid as P25 before calculating the percentage change. Our results
suggest that there may be a modest increase in wind energy in the Turkana channel under climate
change, though the smaller increase was found with the model with better simulation of the terrain.
Nevertheless, this is an interesting result that encourages further study, which is required to make
a robust statement since our study uses a single model, time slice, and scenario and also does not
consider potential changes in land-use or aerosols which could have other effects on low-level winds.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This study sought to assess the circulation patterns linked to current and projected rainfall over
Ethiopia and South Sudan from two models: one which allows convection to explicitly develop (CP4)
and the other that parameterizes convection (P25). Comparing the two models gives us insight how
commonly used models such as those in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) and
Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) ensembles, and which all parametrize
moist convection, may be limited by convection parametrization. Analysis focused on two main areas:
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(i) rainfall and circulation patterns in the current climate and (ii) future changes in these parameters at
the end of the century under a high-end business-as-usual scenario.

The domain of study was Eastern Africa with a focus on Ethiopia and South Sudan. Three additional
subregions were defined (Western Ethiopia, Turkana Outflow, and Western South Sudan) to aid with the
analysis of extreme rainfall events. The analysis was done at subdaily, daily, and seasonal time-scales
mainly focusing on the peak rainfall months (July–August) for much of Ethiopia and South Sudan.

In the current climate, the models were evaluated using two satellite rainfall products, TRMM and
CMORPH. Evaluation of rainfall showed that CP4 model is relatively skillful in capturing wet day
frequency distribution, and better than P25 for this and for ‘intense rainfall’ (the 95th percentile of
rainfall on wet days). Both models showed some night-time rainfall propagation through South Sudan
but only CP4 showed a strong correlation with satellite rainfall products for the full diurnal cycle and
propagation (CP4: >0.7, P25: <0.2).

Low-level westerlies play a key role on the days with extreme rainfall in both models,
but this is more pronounced in P25, perhaps as its rainfall is more sensitive to low-level moisture,
whereas convergence and vertical wind shear can provide additional controls on convection in the
CP4 model. A difference between the models also arose in the response of extreme rainfall days
to changes in the Turkana jet, with the P25 model showing a weakening of the jet on such days,
whilst the CP4 model showed little change. The increased orographic detail present in the CP4 model
introduced additional details in the Turkana jet not present in the P25 model, and reduced its extent
into South Sudan. Therefore, this high-resolution model draws into question the influence of the
jet on extreme rainfall over South Sudan. More observations in the region are imperative, in order
to understand this feature. Overall, the results from current climate have shown that simulation
of regional climate using convection permitting methods can significantly improve the timing of
convection, frequency distribution of extreme rainfall, and a more detailed representation of circulation
features especially the Turkana jet.

Projected seasonal (July–August) mean rainfall increased over most parts of the domain by the
end of 21st century in both models. This occurred despite the projected decrease in the number of wet
days, as there was an even greater projected increase in the wet day rainfall intensity. Extreme rainfall
is projected to increase in both models, with much greater and more widespread increases seen in CP4.

Consistent with the projected rainfall increases, there is also a projected increase in the low-level
westerlies in both models. Further, both models showed a shift of the Turkana jet to lower levels, showing
that this result is independent of the representation of convection or resolution in the future climate.
The P25 model shows very few areas with significant changes in wet days. On the contrary, CP4 mode
shows significant changes in the wet day frequency over large regions. Notably, increases in northern
Ethiopia, and decreases in western Ethiopia. On the contrary, the spatial patterns of the changes in the
mean wet day and extreme wet day intensity projected by the explicit model resembled a dipole pattern
at the Turkana jet entrance/exit region. Further, the dipole pattern in the changes in extreme rainfall at the
Turkana jet entrance/exit region in CP4 model may result from the stronger change in the Turkana jet
indicating that CP4 is responding more realistically to convergence than a parametrized model [32].

In conclusion, the study has shown the value of convection permitting model (CP4) in simulating
convection and circulation patterns in a tropical region defined by complex terrain and organized
propagating convective systems. Substantial benefits were demonstrated in simulation of the diurnal
cycle, frequency, and intensity of rainfall. The greater and more widespread climate change in extreme
rainfall in CP4 shows a major limitation of using only CMIP and CORDEX models for informing
decisions depending on climate change in the region.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/11/12/1352/s1,
Figure S1: Area of study showing the orography and boxes/regions of interest and transects of the Turkana jet
similar to Figure 1 but for the P25 model. The digital elevation model is from the GLOBE dataset, Figure S2:
The geopotential height (shaded contours) and wind (vectors) difference between CP4 and P25 in the current
climate (i.e., difference between panels a and d, in Figure 4) at 900hpa level, Figure S3: Projected percent change in

http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/11/12/1352/s1
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rainfall indices between current and end-of-century climates for CP4 and P25 models. Masked areas (in grey)
represent areas which receive total rainfall amount less than 10mm during July-August.
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